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Message from your President 
Dear Friends of the Art of Puppetry, 

There is no doubt in my mind that November and its national changes have, at the very least, come to your 

attention, and for some, seemingly shattered your world.  Puppetry and social and political change have often 

been fellow travelers, with puppets at times sharing ideas and fostering critical thought, and occasionally with 

puppeteers ending up in trouble or even jail.  I was amused before the election to meet a piñata maker who 

said the most popular piñata she was asked to make was Donald Trump.  I suspect that we will see a rise in 

Trump puppets as well, and (optimistically) in the future these may even become valued collectibles!  As 

always, use your art to do something good, something worthwhile, something meaningful.  Performing for 

adults you may decide to unleash your inner revolutionary.  If you perform for children, keep in mind that part 

of our role as keepers of the stories and as puppeteers is that of healer.  Children can feel the stress around 

them these days, and puppet tales can provide comfort, entertainment, a sense of magic and enchantment, 

and hope, as well as normalcy (for the wondrous is a normal childhood state.)  

 

What’s a Papier-mâché Parade Puppet Gonna Do In 

The Rain?  Elisheva  
Participation of parade puppets in Petaluma's spectacular 15th 

Annual Dia de Las Muertos Giant Puppet Parade unfortunately 

dropped from nearly 20 puppets last year to 4.  Not from a lack of 

interest, but from October 29th's all day rain which stopped barely 2 

hours before Show Time.  Papier-mâché, the traditional  construction 

 material used in these colorful figures 

is, alas, very re-soluble upon contact 

with moisture. So 3/4 of the puppet 

builders and wranglers chose Safety 

over Parading. 

 THE constant figure from many past 

parades was there of course. The 

parade leader Death, symbolized as 

a Giant Skeleton ensconced upon a 

long narrow coffin box, was "carried 

by" 4 pall bearers wearing official 

marigold colored tee shirts.  

Fortunately the box is mounted on a rack with wheels to aid 

movement over bumpy streets.  An amazingly solemn/happy good time was had by all who showed up, 

whether to participate by walking and dancing, or by spectating.  
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Ideas About Using Shadow Effects, by Elisheva  
On November 20th,   "The Science Fiction Project :  Installment 1 + 2" , conceived, written and directed by Ellen 

Sebastian Chang with shadow direction by Larry Reed (of ShadowLight Productions) was presented as a One-

Night Happening in San Francisco.  No "puppets" were 

used.  However many shadow effects -described 

below- were created which are inspiring for 

puppeteers. 

It featured Amber McZeal as the singing, chanting 

"Urban Griot" (a traditional African wise storyteller) 

who is pondering and searching for answers for 

questions about "Before", especially as pertaining to 

women. 

* The 3 piece band, "Black Spirituals" wore 

peaked Asian style basket hats pulled low over their 

faces, to minimize their presences-much as a 

puppeteer does with ball caps and hats when 

performing without a proscenium. They sat on one side of the stage and the light spill from their music stands 

caused a giant shadow of Amber on the wall behind her, giving a mystical dimension to her search and song. 

*Amber dons a headdress of tiny blue led lights. Later she wears a huge, round  translucent "space helmet" 

over her head.  Its glow is the only illumination in the theater  

*from the audience members who were given as they entered (or found on their bleacher like seats) small 

electric Tea Lights -creating "Constellation Audience"? 

*A brief, small-sized, repeating silhouette film was projected through the huge screen at the back of the stage.  

First projected in one spot and then many duplicates, randomly out of sync with each other, were projected.  

*Colored symbols, based on stylized pictographs and things like spirals, were also rear projected on the screen, 

creating patterns on the whole of it.  Seven "real" shadow hands of the crew members were splayed among 

the symbols for the finale. 

SFBAPG member, Fred C. Riley lll was in the production, "lending a hand" backstage.  This work-in-progress is 

an ongoing project with a goal of a new episode every 3 months! 

The Suzari Puppets, By Mary Nagler 
Recently, I had the honor of meeting a very interesting woman named Rani Cochran. Her parents performed 

with hand puppets on the East coast in the 30's through early 40's. They called themselves the Suzari Puppet 

Troupe. They travelled up and down the Eastern Seaboard from about 1936 until shortly before Rani was born 

in July of 1941. Besides their other puppetry, they were also involved in anti-Fascist/anti-Nazi work, and they 

were active in the labor movement. 

They had some marionettes too. The puppets are exquisite; great sculpted faces of wood putty or 

composition. Designed and built by Rani’s Father, Irving Reizes (Born in Brooklyn, NY on March 15, 1911). Her 
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Mother, Minna Reizes, (Saltzman, born in St. Johns, New 

Brunswick on May 30, 1911) costumed the puppets. The puppets 

were lovingly kept, and in good shape, considering their age. 

Rani was referred to me by Lee Armstrong for the purpose of 

having me possibly restore the puppets. They are very beautiful, 

and though some need repair, I was unsure whether to suggest 

leaving them as they are, in their "long lived Historical" state, or 

have them refurbished. They could use a little cleaning, but I did 

not want to disturb the original paint, which appeared to be 

washes of watercolor. I suggested to Rani I would like some 

expert advice and offered to send some pictures of them to John 

Bell, curator of the Ballard Puppetry Museum at the University of 

CT.  

In our conversations I told Rani about the Ballard Museum and its 

association with the University of Connecticut Puppet Arts 

program, and what an asset the museum is to the student’s 

research. Rani and her family wanted to see the puppets safe and carefully kept, and recently donated the 

collection to the museum. They will remain in their original form. Here are a few pictures to share this piece of 

prewar puppet history with you. 

Einstein, Gehrig, Mussolini, Dark Figure, Hitler, and 2 Workers 
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Donations Please:  
The Founders Scholarship Fund gives money towards the registration fees of puppet festivals and workshops. 

Last year we helped two guild members get to the University of Connecticut for courses on script writing and 

shadow puppetry. We can look forward to workshops next year when they will share their new skills. 

Meanwhile, we need to refill the coffers. Our winter holiday party will have a raffle with puppety items. If you 

have something you would like to donate for this, please contact Valerie Nelson or Talib and Olivia Huff. If your 

item is especially valuable we might run a silent auction with it. Thanks! Valerie is at 

magicalmoonshine@gmail.com 

Rainbow Logic, Arm in Arm with Remy Charlip REVIEW 
Michael Nelson 

“Rainbow Logic, Arm in Arm with Remy Charlip” is the 

newest creation of Seth Eisen who wrote and directed this 

color and movement filled biography of Remy Charlip, 

which premiered at CounterPulse in San Francisco 

November 4.  Charlip was a dancer and choreographer, 

writer and illustrator of over 30 children’s books, 

and an integral part of the New York avant garde of 

the ‘50s and ‘60s before moving to the SF Bay Area.  

He helped found the Merce Cunningham Dance Co. 

and collaborated with the likes of John Cage and 

mailto:magicalmoonshine@gmail.com
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Lou Harrison, (who, by the way, was also a great  fan of puppetry- I took a Music for the Puppet Theatre 

workshop with him many years ago at a Puppeteers of America festival.)   

Eisen’s tribute to Charlip includes actors playing a “young” and “old” Remy (who, in this world of magic 

realism, actually get to interact with each other), toy theatre, puppets, projections and even a trapeze 

“window” that actors climb through or hang out in.  The set is dominated by a 7 foot tall book that used for 

various projections, including the live camera feed of the  inside of the toy theatre.  In my experience projected 

toy theatre is more often disappointing but Rainbow Logic’s projections succeed, possibly because the toy 

theatre is mostly used as a staging area for the projected images and figures rather than as toy theatre.  This 

takes away some of the pressure of recreating the toy 

theatre experience in projection, since it was aiming for 

projection from the start.  However, there were moments 

of “real” toy theatre, such as when a VW bus in different 

sizes (growing larger as it gets closer) toodles through the 

countryside.  The audience recognized the difference with 

their applause for that moment.  The puppets were 

sometimes used more as props than puppets with the 

actors occasionally betraying the challenge that actors 

often have of transferring their skills to the puppet, but the 

puppets fit well within the created dream-like world where 

elements from the past are actors, projections, voices, 

dance, costume and singing.   At one point one of Charlip’s 

children’s books is presented in its entirety as a projection 

onto an oversized book on stage.  In another moment, actors behind a scrim appear in the windshield of a 

projected vehicle.  An overhead projector allows a design to be created on the wall as part of the visual 

tapestry. 

The technical aspects of the show worked well, with lighting, live camera feed, animations and recorded 

projections flowing seamlessly, speaking to what I suspect was a huge amount of production work and 

planning.  The camera person was always visible downstage right but not a distraction.  The fact that we could 

see her forgave the occasional reframing or refocusing of the shot as we knew it was happening live.  The three 

very engaging actors played many roles, switching quickly at times, but doing it clearly and not leading us 

astray.  I found I was more comfortable with Act 1 where we were led rather chronologically through Charlip’s 

formative years.  In Act 2, the California years, I found it harder to know the time relationship between events, 

to the point that when Charlip had a stroke and was asked in the hospital what year it was, I was unable to 

ascertain whether his answer indicated brain damage or whether he was correct.  (I later came to think it was 

the former.) 

Rainbow Logic is a gleeful piece of visual theatre that welcomes puppets and toy theatre.  The CounterPulse 

stage is modest in size but Eisen and his collaborators seemed to have fit in every possible visual surprise and 

delight while still keeping focused on the story at hand.  And the show gaily, and with heart, brings the legacy 

of this lesser known artist forward to be celebrated. 
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 Dear Mrs. Bandersnoot,  
As the holidays approach I start to think about what to get as gifts for all the 

kiddies on my Christmas list; the little darlings! I love my six grandchildren dearly, 

and want to celebrate the season by celebrating something else I love: puppetry! I 

want to give them something cool, relevant and inspiring, so they don’t see me as 

such a fuddy duddy. (I think they do) Any suggestions?    Signed, Santa’s helper  

Dear Santa’s helper, my dear. 

Naturally, I have more than one suggestion!  The holidays are great fun for the 

kiddies, and at the risk of sounding like a fuddy duddy myself, children are not the 

same as when we were little whipper snappers! Fundamentally, yes, but they have 

different desires. Or do they? 

Christmas, when I was a girl, was outdoors as much as in, and “screen time” meant 

watching Uncle Cyrus’s vacation home movies on our reel to reel projector, or 

slides taken on some cross country move. Today’s kids hanker for the latest techno 

gadget, but deep in their little beating hearts what they REALLY WANT is 

memorable experiences: close family gatherings, cookies, something engaging to 

do that involves the hands and mainly the ATTENTION of their elders. Normal 

stuff. We always had some kind of craft project for the quiet before the present 

opening, so I suggest you get a refrigerator box to make a stage, commandeer a 

back bedroom, a good story to portray, and enough puppets (or materials to make some) to serve as the cast. 

Then, strategically promising cookies “After the show” (Very incentivizing), sequester the kids in the back 

bedroom for an hour or so, with the surprise of doing a show for the other fuddy duddys in the family! You 

might want to get some of those lovely FOLKMANIS puppets and wrap one for each child that they get to OPEN 

EARLY (!) IF they help with the show! (Also incentivizing). Have your Uncle Cyrus video tape the outcome, 

which will become an instant Holiday classic to be enjoyed by all for generations to come! What is more 

experientially inspiring, relevant and cool than that? Good luck! Best wishes for a happy Holiday season! Power 

to the puppet! 

 Yours affectionately, Mrs. Bandersnoot     

Folkmanis puppets : http://www.folkmanis.com/71/buy-puppets.htm 

And Now, Two More Nick Barone 

style Monsters from the guild 

workshop 
Mary Nagler’s puppet to left, Christopher 

Wang and friend to right. 

 

 

http://www.folkmanis.com/71/buy-puppets.htm
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CALENDAR 
 

 Children's Fairyland: Beauty and the Beast 

When:  Nov 4 – Dec 31, 2016  

Where:  Children's Fairyland, 699 Bellevue Avenue, 

Oakland, CA 94610, United States (map) 

Description:  Beauty and the Beast, November 4 - 2017 To 

end the year, we bring back one of Lewis Mahlmann’s most 

requested puppet productions, based on the original 

Charles Perrault classic French fairy tale. This is the story of a prince turned into a wild beast, who learns love 

and humility through the gentle teachings of a kind girl. Adaptation, puppets and scenery by Lewis Mahlmann. 

Puppets designed by Golden Book illustrator Sheillah Beckett. Shows are at 11:00, 2:00 and 4:00. 

Happy Hollow: The Pied Piper of Cheddarswiss 

When:  Nov 19 – Dec 31, 2016 

Where:  Happy Hollow Park & Zoo, 1300 Senter Road, San 

Jose, CA 95112, United States (map) 

Description:  See Happy Hollow web site for times and date 

specifics http://www.hhpz.org/index.cfm/id/5/ The Piped 

Piper of Cheddarswiss Have you heard the story of The Pied 

Piper of Hamlin, and how he solved their rat problem? Well… our tale is about the Pied Piper’s adventures in 

the town of Cheddarswiss, the town he visited just before Hamlin. It’s a fun and cheesy little tale of rats of all 

sorts, and a reminder that, one way or another, we must always “pay the piper”. The Three Wishes, a 

traditional fairy tale The simple lives of a woodcutter and his wife change suddenly, when he begins to cut 

down a tree that is home to a tree fairy. In exchange for sparing her home, the fairy grants him three wishes. 

Will having three wishes bring wealth and happiness to the woodcutter and his wife?  

 San Francisco: AVENUE Q 

When:  December, 8pm – 10pm(check with theater for dates 

and tickets)  

Where:  New Conservatory Theatre Center, 22 Van Ness Ave 

San Francisco, CA 

Description:  AVENUE Q DEC 2, 2016 - JAN 15, 2017 Because 

the naughty list is so much more fun! "It's like having drinks 

with Sesame Street characters and hearing what they really 

think about life" - SF Weekly  

Want more calendar listings?  Send them in, ‘cause YOU are how we get them!  Send to 

events@sfbapg.org.` 

https://maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&q=Children%27s%20Fairyland%2C%20699%20Bellevue%20Avenue%2C%20Oakland%2C%20CA%2094610%2C%20United%20States
https://maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&q=Happy%20Hollow%20Park%20%26%20Zoo%2C%201300%20Senter%20Road%2C%20San%20Jose%2C%20CA%2095112%2C%20United%20States

